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SantTukaram National Model School, Latur
Mahabaleshwar-Panchgani Excursion

Date: 18th- 21stNovember, 2019

Aims and Objectives of Excursion
Aims :
Educational excursions for students provide them with an opportunity to
collaborate with teachers, and integrate new perspectives with informal
environments to enhance learning initiatives. There are many educational
benefits. In order to meet several educational excursion objectives, students
need to apply skills, values and general knowledge in new settings. Students
will acknowledge with wonders of nature, different land forms e.g. valleys,
mountains, hills, rivers and table land etc. They will be able to visualize
&develop spiritual culture.

Objectives :
1. To foster self-awareness, confidence, self-esteem and a passion for lifelong
learning.
2. A visit to a place like Mahabaleshwar&Panchgani takes students closer to
the Mother Nature. It provides a creative environment that offers enjoyment
and socialization.
3. The relaxed environment motivates students to demonstrate hidden skills
and talent.
4. To provide students an opportunity to observe animals and feel connection
with wild life.
5. To provide students an opportunity to observe different kinds of land forms
and their formation e.g. valleys, mountains, hills, rivers, cliffs and table
lands etc. Having the first hand experience is always better than just
mugging up things.
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6. To provide an opportunity to experience the amazing wonders of nature.
7. To provide an opportunity to live in the natural atmosphere.
8. To expose students to different lifestyles and places.
9. To develop an understanding different flora and fauna.
10. To understand the importance of Sahyadri mountain range (western ghats).
11. To provide opportunities to explore the world of nature.
12. To awaken love for self-discipline.
13. To assist students to grow natural intelligence.
14. To ignite students’ curiosity; to awaken their love for nature and to make
them interested in nature.
15. To stimulate conscious understanding of the language of movement i.e.
dance.

Visiting Places:
Boat Riding – Venna Lake, Mahabaleshwar.
Mahabaleshwar: - Echo Point, Hunter Point, Tiger Spring, Window point,
Castle rock, Monkey Point, Main Aurther seat & Dinosaurs point.
Mahabaleshwar temple, Mahabaleshwar.
Panchganga Temple, Mahableshwar
Mapro Shopping Mall, Mahabaleshwar.
Games Point,Fun Town, Mahabaleshwar.
Table Land, Panchgani
Parsi Point, Panchgani.
A village of books, Bhilar
Live Music and DJ dance, Mahabaleshwar.
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Schedule:
Day
Day
1

Time

Event/Activity

9:00pm Move from Latur
7:00am

Arrival in Mahabaleshwar hills Station, Check in at Resort and
Fresh n up, post breakfast move for sightseeing

Move for Mahabaleshwar Sightseeing points covered Echo Point,
10:00am Hunter Point, Tiger Spring, Malkum Point, Window point, Castle
rock, Monkey Point, Main Aurther seat & Dinosaurs point.
12:00pm Move for Old Mahabaleshwar Temple
Day
2 1:30pm Lunch
3:00pm

Move for Venna Lake for Boating ride

5:00pm

Move for Mahabaleshwar Market Shopping and enjoy Hill
station experience throughout the tour

6:00pm
9:00pm
7:00am

Move for Hotel, after fresh n up , we will start DJ dance and
bonfire.
We will have delicious dinner and taking rest.
Our morning will have great experience of Hill Station
Mahabaleshwar, fresh n up, post breakfast check out from Hotel
move for sightseeing

10:00am Move for Bhilar (Village of Books)
12:30pm Lunch
Day 2:00pm
3
3:00pm

Visit Parsi Point
Games Point area

5:00pm

Table Land with pack refreshment

7:00pm

Left Panchgani and Move for Latur

8:00pm

Dinner

Day
7:00am
4

Arrival at Latur. Tour Ends with Sweet Memories!!!
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Resources:
1) Transport

-

3 Buses

2) First Aid Box

-

3 Boxes

3) Teaching Staff -

6 male &3Female teachers

Name of the Teacher1) Mrs. VeenaKopkar(Co- Ordinator)
2) Miss NaazneenShaikh

3) Mrs. ShubhangiKalshettt 4) Mr. ShivajiPalkar

5) Mr. AbhilashJadhav

6) Mr. Krishna Chavan 7) Mr. Ganesh Kumbhar

8) Mr. AbhayDaithankar9) Mr. SagarPudale
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Day 1
“Adventures are the best way to learn”
School excursions leave a great impact in the mind of the students, where
he goes without his family, with his friends. It allows him to rely on self & take
responsibility & enjoy the activities on the excursion. School trips are also
important for all round development of a child. It strengthens the bond between
not only the students but students and teachers also.
“Friends that travel together, stay together”
Educational excursions provide an opportunity to experience what is
learned in books. They are at core in the experiential learning. Nowadays,
students are more involved in mobiles or other kinds of gadgets. Technology is
part & parcel of digital world, but what is at risk is children’s childhood,
innocence & love for nature. That is why the school decided to have
anexcursion for class IV & V, to Mahabaleshwar&Panchgani.Mahabaleshwar is
a hill station in India's forested Western Ghats range, south of Mumbai. It
features several elevated viewing points, such as Arthur’s Seat, Echo Point, and
Hunters Point etc.
Destination: Mahabaleshwar&Panchgani (Dist. Satara)
Height above Sea Level: 1353 m
Famous for: Strawberries, different sightseeing points & as a hill station.
Distance from Latur: 375 Km
Places to be Visited: 1) Venna Lake, Mahabaleshwar.
2) Mahabaleshwar: - Echo Point, Hunter Point, Tiger
Spring, Malkum Point, Window point, Castle rock,
Monkey Point, Main Aurther seat & Dinosaurs point.

3) Mahabaleshwar Old Temple, PanchgangaTemple
4) Mapro Shopping Mall, Mahabaleshwar.
5) Games Point Mahabaleshwar.
6) Table Land, Panchgani
7) Parsi Point, Panchgani.
8) A village of books, Bhilar
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The students of class IV & V were quite excited for the excursion from the
day it was announced in the assembly. Their first response encouraged us to
have this excursion. The planning of the excursion started a month before,
fromboth sides, ours & students also. It wasn’t a strange thing for us to see their
enthusiasm & eagerness for the excursion. They started collecting information
about the places we were going to visit. A day before the journey, all the
instructions about the excursion& safety were given to the students.
Total 126 students had enrolled their names for the excursion. So, we
planned for 3 buses and in each bus 3 teachers accompanied the students.
Following is the list of escort teachers
Escort teachers:
Bus 1
1) Mrs. VeenaKopkar

Bus 2

Bus 3
1) Miss NaazneenShaikh

(Co- Ordinator)

1)Mrs.Shubhangi
Kalshettte

2) Mr. ShivajiPalkar

2) Mr. AbhilashJadhav

2) Mr. Ganesh Kumbhar

3) Mr. Krishna Chavan

3) Mr. SagarPudale

3) Mr. AbhayDaithankar

Starting of the Journey:
And finally, the day came for
which all of us were awaiting i.e.
18thNovember 2019. As it was
instructed, all of us gathered at
school in the evening at 8:00 p.m.
Students came with their parents &
family members. They were eager
about the journey; the enthusiasm
could be seen in their glittering
eyes. Whereas their parents seemed
a little worried about their kids, as
most of them were going on such
aexcursion away from the parents
for the first time, at the same time
we
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found that they had immense trust
andbeliefin STNMS. This trust &
good faith was the driving force
behind this excursion. We had
planned to leave the school at 10
pm. But,due to some unavoidable
reasons, we had to change two buses
out of 3. As ultimately students’
security and safety is our primary
concern. We did not want to take
any risk with it. So, it took a bit
more time than we planned.
Hon’blePrincipal
Mr.
B.A.
Maindargesir&Vice Principal Mr.
Ravi Beluresir shown green flag to
the journey. In the traditional Indian
way, the coconuts were broken &
the journey started.
We left school at 11:30 p.m.
First of all, emergency numbers
were given to the students, so that
they can call in an emergency. Their
eyes wereglittering with enthusiasm
&eagerness.Eventhough it was
winter season & cold wind blowing
outside, it didn’t lessen our
happiness. Students were enjoying
with their friends. They were
singing, dancing, joking, laughing &
what not. Near about at 01:00 a.m.
students were dancing, singing &
enjoying with their friends. The
enjoyment in the bus was not going
to end. But next morning, we had to
visit many places, so we needed to
take rest. Really, it was the most
memorable night.
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Day 2:
On 19thit was 9:30 a.m.
when
we
reachedTheParkYardResort,Mahab
aleshwar. It was a wonderful
morning. The chilled wind did not
seem to affect us anymore. All of us
were enjoying the amazing wonders
of nature through the bus. Really, our
eyes were wide open to see the deep
valleys, high mountains and flowing
rivers. Our heart was overwhelmed
with the scenario and the cool breeze.
When we saw the resort, we were
glad & amazed. It is situated amidst
the nature, all around it are mountains
&tall, green trees. We were so glad to
see the monkeys. They were
everywhere, just outside our windows
in the galleries. We could see all the
wonders of nature from the resort. As
soon as we freshen up, we had
delicious breakfast.Then we moved
to Venna Lake.

1Venna Lake:
Venna Lake is a beautiful and
scenic lake in Mahabaleshwar and
is frequently flocked by visitors
from all over India. It is one of the
most famous tourist attractions of
Mahabaleshwar, and its serenity is
what speaks for the place. The lake
is covered with tall trees and grass
all over. It is a man-made lake and
is not a natural one. It surely is one
of the most eye-catching places and
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isamust-visit for all nature lovers
out there.What we enjoyed there a
lot is boating. There were no big
tides as in ocean, but the amazing
ripples. The boats seemed as if
fallen leaves in the water. The
sailors were rafting the boats, and
we were enjoying it thoroughly,
forgetting everything. Indeed, it is
amazing to do boating with friends
& watch the nature.

2Horse Riding:
After boating, we had a thrilling
experience of horse riding. All of us
were eager for horse riding, but at the
same time a little nervous and scared
too. The tapping sound of horses’
feet and their neighing were making
it more wonderful. Our girls are as
brave as our boys. Even the girls had
a thrilling experience of horse riding.
After this, we had a delicious
lunch. It made us even more
energetic for the upcoming fun and
enjoyment.

3 Different Sightseeing
Points:
Mahabaleshwar is a hill
station in India's forested Western
Ghats range, south of Mumbai. It
features several elevated viewing
points, such as Arthur’s Seat. West of
here is centuries-old Pratapgad Fort,
while 5 rivers meet at Panch Ganga
Temple to the north.Mahabaleshwar
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is known for its "points", from which
a person canstand and enjoy the
entire scenery. There are around 30
valley view points spread around the
hill stations , these are excellent areas
for leisurely walks and to enjoy the
breathtaking natural beauty

3.1 Echo Point (Malcolm Point):
Named after the lovely daughter
Kate of Sir James Malcolm, an
authority of the British raj, this point
is also known as Echo point. The
geographic location and structure of
the hills results into a total reflection
of sound resulting into an extremely
clear echo. Our students did
experiment and heard their echo.
Really, it was amazing to listen your
own echoed voice.

3.2 Hunter Point:
The famous Hunter Point lies in
the western side of the second highest
peak of Mahabaleshwar Region. The
Hunter Point is loved by local folks
and the tourists as well. Itis a favorite
destination for everyone visiting
Mahabaleshwar. The natural beauty
of Hunter Point leaves all visitors
spellbound. This point is enclosed on
all sides by mesmerizing valleys,
thick and dense forest cover and
woods along with high mountain
peaks. It provides one of the most
spectacular views of the nearby
valley named Koyna Valley. In
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a nut shell, it is a perfect place to
rejoice for nature lovers.

3.3 Tiger Spring Point:
This viewing point is located on
the way to Arthur's Seat and we had
to climb down steep rocky steps from
the parking area to reach this point.
We found a small mountain spring at
this point where as per the natives
tiger comes at night to drink water
and in old era British hunters used to
shoot from the top at this point.The
spring water is fresh and we saw
many touristsdrinking it. Even we
tasted it; and its indeed pure, fresh
and potable.

3.4Arthur’s Seat Point:
Arthur's Seat is the most popular
point in Mahabaleshwar. Although,
popularly it is called as Queen of the
Points, original name of the point is
MadhiMahaal. It is also known as
‘Suicide Point.’ Located at around 13
KM from Mahabaleshwar Market,
Arthur's Seat point is at height of
1470m. Arthur's Seat is famous for
floating of light objects. If you throw
light things like cold drink cap in the
valley, it comes up again due to air
pressure (in the month of April only).
This point is named Arthur Malet
who lost his wife and 1-month old
daughter in a tragic ferry accident in
Savitri River. Arthur used to sit here
and stare at the river.From Arthur's
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Seat Point, one can see picturesque
vista having Kokan on one side and
Desh (Deccan) on the other.

3.5Dinosaur’s Point:
Mountains of Mahabaleshwar
resembles lots of feel like images
naturally seen, be it the Dinosaurs
like Mountain feel or the 3 monkeys
of MahatamaGandhi. The guide says
that if you see properly from a
particular
point
towards
thispointofmountain, you can see an
identical looking image of a dinosaur.
These are excellent areas for
leisurely walks and to enjoy the
breathtaking natural beauty. After the
thrilling, breathtaking & wonderful
experience of all above points, we
moved
to
the
temple
of
Mahabaleshwar.

4Mahabaleshwar Temple:
Located at a distance of 6 km
from the city of Mahabaleshwar. The
Mahabaleshwar temple is a major
tourist attraction for many religious
travellers and history lovers. The
reason for its popularity is not only
the story behind its origin, but also
the location and the scenic
beauty.Lord Shiva is the presiding
deity here. Set up amidst the hilly
terrain, this picturesque temple
glorifies the Maratha Empire and its
rule during the 16th century. It was
built by ChandaRao More in
16thcentury.
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5 Panchganga Temple:
The Panchganga Temple is built
at the confluence of five rivers and is
an important Hindu pilgrimage
temple. The temple is constructed to
dedicate the five different rivers- the
Koyna, Krishna, Venna, Savitri and
Gayatri. The rivers come out of stone
carved
cow's
mouth.
Raja
Singhandeo built this temple, a
Yadavkingof Devgiri, in the 13th
century. Later it was improved by the
Maratha
Emperor
Shivaji.ThePanchganga Temple is a
must visit for history seekers,
pilgrimage
and
photographers
because of its scenic aesthetic beauty.
After having the blessings of
Gods, it was the time for DJ dance.

6 Live DJ Music & Dance
All students were very zealous&
eager about live DJ music and dance.
It was set in the ParkYard Resort.
At 08.00 p.m. the DJ dance started. It
was a cold night. In the resort, there
was a very big park and in one corner
DJ was there with band &music.
Thegarden was decorated with
lightings. We all gathered & then the
music started. Due to DJ all the
students’ feet were started stamping
& that converted into the dancing on
the rhythm & music. On the dance
floor the person played different &
beautiful songs in Marathi, Hindi &
English language & we all enjoyed a
lot.
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After dance we all had a wonderful
experience of Juggler’s show.

7 Juggler’s Show:
After the DJ, it’s time for the
juggler’s show. All of us were very
much excited, as earlier it was not a
plan of our excursion.
It was
arranged in one of the halls in the
resort. So, it saved our time too.
There a juggler performed many
things, which we enjoyed a lot. The
way he was presenting it was
fabulous, making us all laugh. His
way of speaking was very funny. He
even asked our teachers to do some
juggling. It was really great joy to see
a live juggler’s show arranged for us
only. He did many tricks.
After the wonderful experience
of juggler’s show, it’s time for
birthday celebrations.

8 B’dayCelebration:
On the excursion, we celebrated
the
birthday
of
Master
HarshadGodbharale (class V Rose)
and Mr. ShivajiPalkar, our PET
teacher. Really, it was one of the best
moments we had. Actually, it was
unplanned one. Somehow, we came
to know that both of them have their
birthdays on 19th Nov. So, our
beloved coordinator ma’amandNitin
sir (from Yata Express) they did all
the arrangement. It was a surprise
b’day celebration. Both of them were
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amazed. Their face was glowing with
happiness & joy. We tried to make
them feel that they are at home &
should not miss their families.
Indeed, we were very fortunate to
have such a loving & caring family.
After the cake cutting, we
had delicious dinner. Today, we
enjoyed the wonders of nature, did so
many things, experienced happiness
& friendship. What we did today was
just unforgettable; these memories
will be with us forever. At the end of
the day2,we needed sound sleep&
some relaxation to get fresh & get rid
of fatigue,so we went to bed.

Day 3
It
was
one
of
the
wonderful&peaceful mornings we
ever had. No worries of homework,
class work, classes or getting scolded
from the teacher. Mama was not
going to wake up early in the
morning, as she does every day. But,
today we ourselves got up, because
we were very much eager to dive into
the cool water.

1 Fun in Swimming Pool:
The teachers had instructed us
earlier not to go in the swimming
pool before 8 o’clock, as it would be
very cold here. But, today nothing
was going to stop us, even the chilled
& cold wind. Surprisingly, nature
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So, it’s time for swimming, & a little
water splashing.
“Childlike enthusiasm
master key to happiness.”

is

a

The water was so blue that
it was looking just like a colour.
When we stepped into water, we felt
a kind of thrill. It was a great joy to
see childrenplaying in the blue,
chilled water. They were jumping,
splashing water on each other, sliding
down from a slide into the water.
After the amazing & cooling
experience of water, we had delicious
breakfast, then we moved to
MAPRO(A
shoppers).

beautiful

place

for

2MAPRO:
Shopping in Mahabaleshwar is all
about
buying
strawberries,
gooseberries, raspberries, Mouthwatering jams, marmalades and jellies.
MAPRO is one of the famous
shopping points in Mahabaleshwar.
Mapro offers delicious food items.
Mapro is a famous tourist attraction
settled in the beautiful hill station of
Panchgani.Mapro
is
short
for
MahabaleshwarProducts, a brand
name associated with delicious fruitbased products. Here, we came to
know how good are our students at
shopping. They were carefully
observing the things, looking for good
things in their budget, the usefulness
of the things, taste, and many other
things. Here, we had
Somephotostoo.
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3 Games Point (Fun Town):
After shopping we moved
towards, Fun Town. It is just nearby
MAPRO. There, we enjoyed different
kinds of rides & dashing cars etc. Fun
Town presents the perfect getaway
from your busy schedules for you and
your loved ones. It has a wide range
of rides for small kids as well. But
what we enjoyed most was a giant
balloon ride on a water. And the
other amazing ride was dashing cars.
Really, it was amazing to have
all those rides with your besties. Then
we had a delicious lunch. After lunch
we moved to Parsi point.

4 ParsiPoint:
Situated
on
the
main
Mahableshwar and Panchgani, Parsi
point is another must visit place. One
gets to see the view of the valley. It's
a nice spot in Panchghani. This place
gives an amazing view of the green
mountains.Parsi
Point
offer
spectacular views of the mountains,
Krishna valley and the backwaters of
Dhom dam. This popular picnic spot
has derived its name from the fact
that in earlier days, it was a favourite
spot of the Parsi Community.
Then we moved to Bhilar, a
village of books.
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5 Bhilar, A village of books:
This village has a library in
every home. For this reason, it has
earned the name of "A Village of
Books". This concept was brought to
India by VinodTawde. It is based on
the concept of another Village of
Books in UK named Hay on Wye.
After vistingBhilar, a village of
books, we were eager to see the table
lands.

6 Table Lands (Panchgani):
The Table Land in Panchgani
is a natural plateau consisting of 6
Table Lands interconnected to each
other. It is one of the famous
destinations of the city and is the
highest point in Panchgani city. This
place is believed as Asia’s second
longest mountain plateau situated at
an elevation of 1387 m sea level.It is
a perfect destination for nature
lovers.The place also has several
activities like horse riding, merry go
rounds, mini trains, food stalls and a
couple of game counters. It is a
popular Bollywood shooting spot.

End of Excursion
After visiting table lands, we had
delicious dinner. Then at 9: 30 pm
our return journey started.
We reached Latur next day at 6
am. All the parents were eager to see
their little selves. Their happiness &
satisfaction reflected through their
eyes & messages.
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Fun in travel:

Delicious Food:
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Boating:

Horse Riding:

Hotel Park yard:
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Majestic Mahabaleshwar:
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Mapro Garden:

Juggler’s Show & Bon fire:

Fun Time:

Happy Ending
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Parents Feedback:
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Row 1: (From left) Harshwardan Bhande ,Gaurav Mule,Trijal Patil,Abdul Hafeez, Saud
Deshmukh, Vaishanavi Nagargoje, Sanchi Bandapalle, Pooja Fawade, Osia Rathi, Sanvi
Deshmukh, Vedashree Reddy, Samiksha Jain, Shreya Sonvane, Ramani Maske, Pranjali Patil.
Row 2: (From left) Mr.Abhay Daithankar, Mr.Abhilash Jadhav (Teachers); Abhira Dalvi,
Shruti Kumbhar, Aditi Madke, Suhani Malpani, Shravani Patil,Aditi Jadhav, Shreya
Nade,Aditi Sabde,Vardhita Kulkarni, Krishna Thakre, Samrudhi
Thormote, Varda
Banshelkikar, Ameya Gavhane, Ritu Jharikar,Trupti Mule, Shreya Patil, Arohi Jagtap, Sneha
Patil, Abhshri Utage , Ishwari Khetre, Sanchi Bhandari, Miss. Naazneen Shaikh (Teacher).
Row 3:(From left) Mr.Shivaji Palkar (Teacher), Piyush Bhade, Anuj Sandikar, Shivrai Patil,
Pranav More, Aryan Agambare, Rajveer Zodge, Amarjeet Gadhave, Sohel Pathan, Ruturaj
Chandak, Viraj Jadhav,Vijay Gomare, Tushar Jadhav, Aditya Deshmukh, Harsh Chavhan,
Pratyush Patil, Ankush Bang, Viraj Kadam, Balaji Mhetre, Ajinkya Bhosale, Abhinav Kanse ,
Paresh Pathak, Shreyash Chavhan, Parth Javalge, Vedant Dhanasure, Pruthviraj Shinde,
Preem Baheti, Atharv Badgire, Mrs.Shubhangi Kalyani (Teacher), Aarya Waghmare.
Row 4: (From left) Mr. Sagar Pudale (Teacher), Vedant Mane, Aditya Deshmukh, Digvijay
Bagal, Ayush Ghule, Swaraj Tambare, Shashank Kinikar, Tejas Jadhav, Shriram Gaikwad,
Digvijay Chandel, Rajwardhan Ige,Vishal Barure, Samarth Deshmukh, Nisarg Walakate,
Sankarshan Mirkale, Sairaj Somwanshi, Pranav Thombre, Mr. Ganesh Kumbhar (Teacher)
Kundansingh Taur, Sai Kande, Shubham Sapsod, Harshwardhan Bhong Patil, Sarthak
Kadavkar, Arjun Rachatte, Aditya Dudde, Aryan Kale,Dheeraj Nade, Atharv Munde, Arnav
Ghumare, Karan Mankoskar, Sameer Mali, Shlok Bansode, Darshan Patil.
Row 5: (From left) Kanishk Ghodke, Viraj kadam, Chaitanya Aaralkar, Atharv Kshirsagar,
Harshal Chaudhari, Vishlesh Chalwade, Atharv Rukme, Sarvesh Nagure, Shivam Bukke,
Rugved Jadhav, Aditya Bilolikar, Devashish Deshmukh, Krishna Phavde, Shreyash Bahir,
Mrs. Veena Kopkar (Co-ordinator), Shreyash Jadhav, Yashraj Patil, Yash Patil, Harshad
Godbharle, Shaurya Tambare, Shreyash Kadam,Pratik Dhas, Anushka Nijwante, Ritika
Pakhre, Anushka Nilewad, Avani Ujlambe, Mr. Krushna Chavan (Teacher), Tanishka Gitte.
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